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Pebbles the Penguin!
Creative Thinking:

I chose this Core Competency because it involves thinking up of ideas to create a 
gorgeous masterpiece, as you can see on the left. Not only was thinking of making a 
penguin a substantially great idea, but I had to find ways on HOW to make it. The 
point of project was to make a paper mâché figure using limited materials so you can 
understand why my figure was an amazing creation. All my other mates came up with 
boring and bland ideas like creating a rubber band gun-using humanoid robot with 4 
arms… or Minecraft Steve, all of which used mostly cube and cuboid shapes. Plus, 
robots and Minecraft characters are too popular, so therefore I decided to make my 
own Emperor Penguin with a life span of 2 hours! Anyways, I’m going to tell you how 
I made this adorable guy, first, since he’s built like an inflated dad-bod which tapers 
upwards to a tiny head, I blew 1 large balloon (explains why he has an inflated dad-
bod) and 1 small balloon, then taped them together. After that, I covered it completely 
in paper mâché and painted it beautifully like Da Vinci, then I gave him a nose-mouth 
and a pair of wings using cardboard. After 1 hour of excruciating hard-work, he was 
born! (He tragically died in a human accident when one of my friends sat on his face 
“accidentally”). Poor fella. He was picked on for having no feet too… So, because of 
this, I think I’m decent at generating and trying new ideas no matter if it’s going to 
work or not. I’m not afraid of risks because if you never try, you’ll never know what 
mysterious outcome might have happened. Plus, you can always try again, for 
example, if my Penguin friend had died before he got sat on, I could think up of a new 
idea and try to see if that works.

There is no link to this picture because I took it



Bryan the Bodybuilder!
◦ Critical Thinking:

◦ I feel like this Core Competency fits with this project because it includes me 
able to show what I like something or not and do different experiments for 
different outcomes. This was a Science Fair project and since I’m a big fitness 
guru, I decided to come up with a decent idea that involved me and my friends 
actually exercising to see what changes happen. And the experiment was which 
type of exercises build muscle more: bodyweight or free weights. I did 
bodyweight and my friend from another class did free weights, the kid you see in 
the picture with an awkward smile did nothing but cut out the paper paragraphs, 
but he’s awesome. In the end, the project was lame but at least I made my friend 
stay in shape. So, all this means I can explore actions, and experiment different 
ways of doing things. I gathered information off the internet and inputted in my 
project, along with making choices whether if the information was necessary or 
not. Like I mentioned in the previous slide, I’m not afraid of taking risks and trying 
new things, I thought making a water cycle simulation or a battery powered 
vehicle was too mainstream in the Science Fair world, so therefore, I thought up 
of something that included me experimenting on my own body was more unique 
and not done before. I monitored my progress throughout the week of me and 
my friend working to see results and took before and after pictures. In the end, 
someone by the name of “Gebokchi Kim” won the Science Fair… Not only did 
losing to a person named that make me slightly mad but I spent like 1-2 hours 
working out everyday for results, so did my friend.



Ballerina Mayhem
Communication:

For this we were making a tableau to win an award of 
which class had the best and most creative one. The 
Core Competency fits this because we all together had 
to communicate and plan out what topic, clothes, 
positions, etc. The whole class was involved in this, not 
just the terrible “dancers” in the photo, but I’m not the 
one to judge because I was chosen to be a security 
guard of the theater we were trying to recreate. So, I 
feel like I can work with others to achieve a goal not 
matter what position I’m in, such as being the bench 
player on a sports team for example (which is the worst 
feeling ever). There’s nothing much to say for this 
artifact other than me responding to orders well and 
cooperating with my classmates to create this 
mediocre tableau. Surprisingly, we won! I presented 
myself pretty well in the tableau by wearing security 
guardish clothes so the people viewing our tableau 
don’t think I’m some creepy kid in the corner ogling 
them. But since I was in the corner of the entrance 
door them came in, I’m pretty sure they didn’t even 
notice me… meaning I was probably just a nuisance in 
the whole tableau, but it’s alright, we won and that’s all 
that matters.


